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1) Tactical Plan 
We reviewed the formatted version of the Tactical Plan that will be distributed to all Library 
staff. One new objective has been added: "2.8 Continue and expand conservation efforts to 
ensure long-term physical access to the collections in all formats." This new version will be 
mounted on the Staff web page. The plan will be updated later this fall with reports on the 
progress we've made with regard to each of the objectives.  

2) The Making of New York State Project 
We discussed briefly our participation in the New York Comprehensive Research Libraries ('Big 
11') digitization initiative, "The Making of New York". NYU has done the bulk of the work to 
date. Ross will distribute a copy of the Big 11 planning grant so that at a future meeting we can 
decide on the role we would like to play. At the same meeting Janet will present information 
about the SUNY Virtual Library initiative so that we can also discuss our participation in this 
venture. We'll take this opportunity to discuss Cornell's role in the state and whether we should 
be trying to take on more of a leadership role.  

Sarah reported that she and Scott Bennett, the University Librarian at Yale, will be organizing a 
meeting with the directors of Columbia, Harvard and Princeton to discuss possible joint actions. 
Issues that might be on the agenda include distance learning, remote storage, copyright, and 
LMS specifications.  

3) Issues in Digitization and the Creation of Digital Resources and Collections 
We discussed a document Jerry distributed in which he tried to articulate the set of issues 
associated with digitization and the creation of digital resources and collections. He explained 
that he hoped to use this document as a basis for a strategic plan. We offered several suggestions 
and observations about the document and the issues. We also discussed the process for 
developing the plan and agreed that a small group should be formed to work with Jerry and Tim 
Lynch. (Sarah asked us to send suggestions on membership to Jerry.) Jerry will bring a revised 
list of issues back to LMT along with the suggested membership of the planning group.  

Jerry reported that he had formed a Digital Library Discussion group last spring to help articulate 
issues. He would like to resurrect the group this fall. Jerry and Tim would formulate the agendas. 
We discussed the purpose and membership including the possibility that the planning group 
could serve as the core membership of the group with discussion group meetings announced in 
advance so that any interested staff could attend with meeting notes distributed over CU-LIB. 
Jerry is accepting suggestions before he establishes this group.  



Finally, Jerry presented information about Open Text, the software the Library has licensed so 
that we can migrate our existing digital collections to a common platform. The first collection 
being migrated is the Making of America periodical literature files. These files will be OCR 
processed by Michigan to provide a plain text version. The metadata will then be processed to 
create SGML wrappers for use with the Open Text software. These two steps will cost $150,000. 
Most of the funding for the OCR processing by Michigan has been identified. Funding for the 
SGML processing is being pursued. Jerry is also determining the cost of including the Core 
Historical Literature of Agriculture files under the Open Text umbrella and he is looking at the 
cost of migrating to Cornell some of the processing steps Michigan is performing for us. The 
Library Technology Department will implement and maintain the Open Text software while we 
evaluate it and decide on its long-term viability.  
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